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Abstract

Neural representations of physical space must be learned through physical exploration,

since only experience of this kind can give meaning to the visual markers of three

dimensional structure. Mammalian brains represent navigable environmental space via

the activity of specialised cells, most notably place, grid and boundary cells. Moreover,

there are similar neural responses to hypothetically navigable object surfaces as to

actually navigable environments, amongst other parallels. We therefore propose a

dead-reckoning model of object-centered spatial learning, as an analogue to

environmental spatial learning in hippocampal and related cortices. Based upon the

trajectory-abstraction model of Takac and Knott, our model successfully generates

canonical, single location place cells, as well as a variety of more complex spatial

receptive fields, from which locations on object surfaces may be reconstructed. We

propose that tactile exploration is the natural analogue to environment navigation, and

predict that hippocampus-like spatial representations should be found in parietal tactile

pathways as well. Looking ahead, our proposal suggests an elegant duality in the

representation of objects and spaces, upon which may be built a powerful and rich

representation of the compound and fractal spatial structures in which animals live.
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Author summary

‘Place cells’ fire only when an animal is at specific locations in their environment. They, 1

and other types of location-selective neurons, provide tantalising clues as to how our 2

brains know where we are in the world. Similar machinery has not yet been observed for 3

the related problem of how we judge locations on object surfaces, and represent their 4

shapes. Neither do we yet know how spatially-selective neurons develop, and prevailing 5

theories for place cells rely on simpler location-selective responses that must themselves 6

be explained. In this paper we tackle both of these questions: We argue that both 7

environment and object spatial learning rely on analogous circuitry, proposing that an 8

‘object place cell’ system in parietal brain regions should complement the environmental 9

place system found in the mammalian hippocampus. And we show that location 10

selectivity in neuronal responses can develop via simple network mechanisms, if the 11

inputs to that network are the actions animals take when moving through environments, 12

or when exploring objects by touch. In this way we present a novel, simple model of 13

place cell generation, and a universal principle of spatial learning. 14

1 Introduction 15

We present a model of parietal brain circuits that could enable humans and other 16

primates to learn spatial representations of three-dimensional objects. Comparatively 17

little is known about such circuits. This is somewhat surprising, considering the strides 18

in understanding of other spatial representations in the brain — in particular, a 19

sophisticated picture of how hippocampus and associated regions represent the 20

navigable space around an animal has developed. Our proposal is that the parietal 21

circuit that learns the spatial structure of objects is functionally similar to the 22

hippocampal circuit that learns the spatial structure of environments. We suggest that 23

objects can be construed as environments navigated by the agent’s hand. We propose 24

that a recent model of the hippocampus that learns the spatial structure of 25

environments through ‘dead reckoning’ can be adapted to learn object representations 26

through an analogous process of ‘tactile exploration’. 27

In this section, we first introduce spatial representations in the hippocampus 28
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(Section 1.1), and the model of how these are learned through dead reckoning 29

(Section 1.2). Then we introduce a new model of how spatial representations of objects 30

are learned, analogous to the model of hippocampal learning (Section 1.3). Spatial 31

representations of objects are associated with parietal cortex, rather than the 32

hippocampus; in Section 1.4 we review what is known about representations of object 33

geometry in parietal cortex, and discuss why we expect strong similarities between the 34

spatial systems in the hippocampus and parietal cortex. 35

1.1 The hippocampal place system 36

The question of how brains might represent external environmental space has generated 37

several fascinating discoveries over the last decades. Most famously, the discovery of 38

‘place’ cells in areas CA1 and CA3 of the rat hippocampus [1, 2] identified an 39

allocentrically defined spatial map of the animal’s local environment. Later studies 40

confirmed that human hippocampus also contains location-selective neurons [3], along 41

with monkeys and bats [4–6]. Hippocampal spatial activity reveals a complex and 42

sophisticated system of environmental processing and memory: Place cells’ activity may 43

depend on current navigation goal [3], egocentric direction [7], sensory information such 44

as visual and olfactory cues [8–10] or the agent’s prior or future trajectory [11, 12]. 45

What is more, there is evidence for both replay of experienced sequences of place cell 46

activation during sleep, quiet wakefulness, or immediately following experience in rats 47

[13–15]; and ‘preplay’ of place cell sequences forward down possible paths, or toward 48

known goals [16, 17]. 49

Of particular relevance for the current paper, hippocampal place cells continue to 50

encode spatial location in the absence of sensory input, including in darkness, while 51

blind rats develop place firing fields very similar to those of sighted rats [18]. 52

Non-sensory inputs appear to communicate the animal’s position via path integration, 53

likely mediated by the entorhinal cortex [8] which itself receives input from prefrontal 54

motor and planning areas and contains cells which encode movement speed [19] and 55

direction [20]. Indeed, place fields encoding identical environments change completely if 56

the animal’s path integrator is perturbed, whether by locomotion or rotations [21, 22, 57

and references therein]. 58
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Consistent place maps of new environments can take several minutes of exploration 59

to stabilise, though some cells show stable selectivity immediately. Small changes in an 60

environment’s properties or local cues may lead to shifts in the firing rates of selective 61

cells, while larger changes may lead to different cells firing in different places altogether; 62

where different place-field maps are seen for different environments or contexts, such 63

‘global’ remapping is largely orthogonal, with no more participation of different cells in 64

each map than predicted by chance [23]. An animal’s motivation state or behavioural 65

context may also invoke a new place mapping; place fields respond to aversive 66

conditioning and the presence of rewards or goals; and place maps fragment into 67

coordinated submaps which can be retrieved and replaced rapidly [see 9, 24–26, for 68

reviews]. 69

The place-cell based spatial activity outlined above furnishes a rich, context-sensitive 70

collection of allocentric cognitive maps of the physical environment. We now propose 71

that spatial regions defined not by our physical surrounds, but by the surfaces and 72

spaces of physical objects, can also be represented by an analogous network to the 73

environmental place system. We will show how these object maps can be learned via 74

the object analogue of navigation: tactile exploration. 75

1.2 A model of hippocampal place cell learning 76

Several theories attempt to explain how integrating over locomotion actions – so called 77

‘dead reckoning’ — can support the selectivity of place cells [23, 27, 28]. Successful 78

models have generally explained place-field behaviour in terms of more primitive 79

spatially selective cells, such as grid cells or boundary-vector cells (see Discussion), 80

whose behaviours must further be learnt by other mechanisms. We introduce a novel 81

model for place field generation based directly on the statistics of paths taken by an 82

agent whilst exploring their environments. These are encoded automatically in the 83

connection strengths of a recurrent neural network taking as its inputs the locomotion 84

actions of the agent, and whose units develop selectivity for the most common 85

trajectories. In this way, specific environmental features, such as obstacles, which 86

impose upon the possible sequences of movements an agent may take, come to be 87

represented via the stereotypical trajectories they enforce. 88
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The key learning device in this model is a self-organising map (SOM: Kohonen 89

[29]). A SOM is a device that performs unsupervised learning. It comprises a 90

2-dimensional grid of units, fully connected to a set of inputs. During training, 91

individual SOM units come to represent the most commonly occurring patterns 92

presented on its input units. Moreover, units which are close in the topology of the 93

2-dimensional grid come to represent inputs which are themselves similar, so that SOM 94

activity is ‘tiled’ into regions representing similar patterns. (Details are given in 95

Methods). Recently, Takac and Knott [30] employed a recurrent variant of a SOM 96

called a Merge-SOM (MSOM: [31]) in an episodic working memory model, to extract 97

a statistical model of typical event types. In an MSOM, in addition to the current 98

inputs used by a SOM, prior input patterns also contribute to the categorisation 99

performed by the network, so that its units come to represent commonly occurring 100

sequences of the patterns presented on its inputs. In the present work, we apply this 101

principle to sequences of locomotion commands as the agent navigates an environment. 102

The shape of an environment imposes constraints on the sequences of navigation 103

commands that can lead to different locations within it. As a consequence, MSOM 104

units trained on these sequences come to represent particular locations within the 105

environment. To illustrate, consider the simple L-shaped environment shown in Fig 1. If 106

the agent has just executed the sequence ‘forward, forward, forward, right’, they can 107

only be in location L1. If this sequence is frequently executed (as it will be in this 108

environment), a unit in the MSOM will come to represent it. Because the environment 109

constrains the agent’s movements, this unit implicitly encodes a particular location in 110

the environment. 111

Fig 1. A simple L-shaped environment

The architecture of such an environmental navigation model (Takac and Knott, 112

personal communications) is shown in Fig 2. The MSOM takes representations of the 113

agent’s locomotion actions as input. (These can be supplemented with ‘local’ sensory 114

inputs, from olfaction or vision.) The representation computed by the MSOM is used as 115

input to a function that learns a distribution over possible next actions, from which the 116

next action is selected. Though the inputs driving the MSOM come from egocentric 117

motor and sensory signals, units in the MSOM come to represent allocentric locations in 118
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the same manner as hippocampal place cells. Note that the model as a whole functions 119

as a model of navigation, as well as a model of spatial representation learning. 120

Fig 2. An MSOM based hippocampal-network model for learning to

navigate and represent an environment

1.3 A SOM-based model for learning the spatial structure of 121

objects 122

In the present work, we propose an analogous network for tactile learning of 123

object-centered geometries, based on this principle of abstracting spatial information 124

from trajectories. The architecture of this network is shown in Fig 3. This network 125

takes a sequence of motor actions of the hand as it navigates along the surface of an 126

object. We assume these actions are represented in a ‘hand-centred’ coordinate system, 127

rather than in a coordinate system related to the agent’s body. The hand-centred 128

direction of travel is captured directly from tactile sensors on the hand that detect ‘slip’, 129

in directions centred on the hand. These measures of slip encode a reafferent 130

representation of ‘hand motion’ very analogous to the representations of ‘agent motion’ 131

in the hippocampal model. If we assume the hand is constrained to remain in contact 132

with the surface it is currently navigating, we expect the SOM to learn object-centred 133

representations of places on this surface. As with the hippocampal model, these 134

representations serve as input to a motor system that selects the next navigation move, 135

so that the circuit as a whole functions as a motor controller as well as learning 136

object-centred spatial representations. 137

Fig 3. The parietal object-centred learning network.

If trajectory statistics were the only source of information the network would be 138

unable to learn the differences between geometrically symmetrical regions, such as the 139

opposite corners of a parallelogram [c.f. 32]. Such symmetries may be broken by the 140

inclusion of sensory cues such as textures or temperature, in the case of tactile 141

exploration, or scent, sound and vision, for locomoting animals. Both these types of 142

information — dead reckoning and sensory cues — are thought to drive hippocampal 143

place fields, and cause remapping of place cell activities when perturbed [9, 24]. 144
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Therefore, the MSOM may also receive ‘local’ sensory cues, conveying tactile 145

properties of the point currently being touched (e.g. its texture or temperature, or the 146

presence of a boundary or edge). These are analogous to inputs from olfaction or vision 147

in the hippocampal model, that can potentially individuate the agent’s current location. 148

There can also be input from a ‘non-local’ source, so named because it is not particular 149

to the object itself, and that has no analogy in the hippocampal model. This is 150

information about the hand’s location on the object as provided by the joint angles of 151

the agent’s arm—at least, while the agent maintains a fixed position relative to the 152

object. We will explore whether this type of information is of any use in learning object 153

shape representations. 154

In this paper, we assume the hand is an unarticulated flat surface. There are 155

possible extensions for an articulated hand, whereby commands altering the hand’s 156

shape are provided as another input to the SOM, but we will not consider them here. 157

There are also extensions to allow vision to contribute input to the MSOM. There is 158

good evidence that visual representations of object shape interact with haptic ones [e.g 159

33–36], but again, we will not consider visual representations here. 160

Our model assumes that the agent has learned, by independent means, to perform 161

actions that maintain ‘stable contact’ with a surface being explored. That is, regardless 162

of the surface’s agent-centred orientation, the agent has learnt actions that will drive 163

their hand forward, back, left and right, in hand-centred terms, and hence remain in the 164

plane of the surface. (‘Stable contact’ thus implies a light touch that admits motion 165

across the object surface.) We further assume that the inverse actions are understood, 166

so that a left can undo a right; this is necessary in order to return the hand to contact 167

with a surface if a prior movement removes the hand from it, or moves the hand over an 168

edge [37]. Where a surface is bounded instead by raised walls rather than edges we 169

assume that the agent can detect contact with them, whilst simultaneous such contact 170

with multiple parts of the hand [38] can provide local tactile cues that a corner has been 171

reached. These basic actions will be sufficient to allow an agent to learn the spaces of 172

object surfaces with which contact is maintained. 173
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1.4 A tactile place system in the parietal cortex 174

Unlike the case of place fields, we do not expect object-centred spatial representations 175

to be computed in the hippocampus. Instead, we assume these circuits — integrating 176

over motor actions and tactile feedback to produce object-centered signals — are 177

localised within parietal cortex and premotor cortex, particularly those regions involved 178

in controlling hand actions [39]. Parietal regions integrate sensory modalities, compute 179

proprioception, and compute spatial representations in modality-specific coordinate 180

systems, such as retinotopic and proprioceptive (body-centered) maps. In humans, 181

parietal lesions also provide strong evidence of object-centred spatial representations 182

through cases of object-centred neglect [40–42], and object-relative inhibition of return 183

in saccadic eye movement [43, and references therein]. Uchimura at al. [44] have also 184

shown object-relative spatial activity in the human superior parietal lobule with fMRI. 185

Dorsal parietal activity appears to support spatial processing of three dimensional 186

objects [45], and reflects such processing even in patients with impairments in 187

recognising the objects themselves [visual agnosia; 46, and references therein]. Further 188

evidence of object-relative neuronal activity has been identified in primate studies: Cells 189

in macaque parietal area 7a encode target location relative to an object in view, rather 190

than in retina- or head-centric coordinates, and sometimes both in turn [47, 48]. 191

The inputs to the MSOM in our model come principally from tactile slip sensors. 192

Mechanoreceptors in the skin sensitive to contact, slip direction and velocity [49] can 193

provide these hand-centred sensory reafferents, which are delivered through 194

somatosensory cortex [see e.g. 50]. Somatosensory cortex is also able to detect a 195

sensation of ‘stable contact’ on a plane of the hand [51, 52], and to maintain such 196

contact via loops with motor cortex [53]. Tactile representations of hand movement, in 197

a hand-centred coordinate system, are also found in human intraparietal and inferior 198

parietal cortices [54] and in macaque post-central gyrus (the anterior surface of parietal 199

cortex) [37]. Hand-centred motor and planning activity has further been identified in 200

parietal reach areas in macaques. Most cells appear to show idiosyncratic, mixed 201

encodings in multiple reference frames, retina-, body- and hand-centred, though some 202

do encode purely hand-centred; a posterior to anterior gradient of eye– to hand/body 203

influenced representations is observed [55, 56]. In our model, the MSOM’s 204
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representation of place provides the input to a motor system selecting the next 205

navigation action in premotor cortex, and receives in return a copy of the action once 206

selected. There is good evidence that haptic exploration engages a circuit spanning 207

parietal and premotor cortex [see e.g. 57], and that efferent copies of hand actions in 208

motor cortex are communicated back to parietal cortex [e.g. 39]. 209

Key to our proposal is the suggestion that the parietal/premotor circuits that 210

compute spatial representations of objects are structurally similar to the hippocampal 211

circuits that compute spatial representations of the environments through which we 212

locomote. There are two reasons for this proposal. Firstly, as already mentioned, the 213

agent’s hand can readily be construed as an entity that ‘navigates’ the surfaces of 214

objects. The computational principles that allow dead reckoning in locomotion 215

environments should also apply to the hand’s navigation of objects. Secondly, there 216

must be some abstract scheme subsuming spatial representations of objects and 217

locomotion environments, because there is a systematic duality between objects and 218

environments. Any object can be reconstrued as an environment in its own right, and 219

any environment can be reconstrued as an object positioned in a larger environment 220

(see Section 3.2 for further discussion and evidence). This abstract scheme surfaces 221

particularly clearly in language, where many spatial expressions apply equally well to 222

objects and environments: compare ‘along the table’ and ‘along the corridor’; ‘the edge 223

of the book’ and ‘the edge of the room’. These similarities attest deep-seated 224

commonalities between spatial representations of objects and environments. Given these 225

facts — plus obvious considerations of parsimony, and our relative ignorance of parietal 226

spatial circuits compared with hippocampal ones — an assumption of isomorphic 227

circuits is a useful starting point. 228

A detailed description of the network and model for tactile exploration is given in 229

Methods. The structure of the MSOM that represents the hand’s current location on a 230

surface is described in 4.1; the sensory inputs to this MSOM are described in 4.2; the 231

choice of next movement action and the circuit that learns to predict it, given the 232

current MSOM state, is described in 4.3. 233
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2 Results 234

2.1 Place field generation on single surfaces 235

We first established the ability of the MSOM spatial learning model to develop spatially 236

selective firing, as the agent explored a contrived environment which we called the ‘skew 237

rectangle’. This was a rectangular surface with two asymmetric obstacles along its long 238

edges, interrupting the path around the perimeter and deflecting it inward, as shown in 239

Fig 4. During training, the model’s simulated hand traversed this surface by executing 240

sequences of movements in the four hand-centered directions. These movement actions 241

formed the main input to the MSOM, as at each step in the simulation the previous 242

movement made by the hand was presented to the network, and the next movement 243

chosen. (Full details of the simulated exploration procedure and the MSOM network 244

dynamics are provided in Methods). Following training, individual MSOM units were 245

observed to have developed selective activity for particular locations of the hand on the 246

surface. In analogy with the study of hippocampal place cells, we recorded where on the 247

surface each cell was active, and constructed a ‘place field’ for each MSOM unit. Place 248

fields for five illustrative cells are shown in Fig 4. 249

Fig 4. Place cells in the MSOM network, learned via exploration. Black
region indicates the navigable locations of this ‘skew rectanglular’ surface; coloured
grids are locations within the receptive field; grey regions are not on the surface. White
dotted lines show paths taken during testing, with added random deviations for visibility.
Colour scale measures the selectivity of each cell over the testing phase, expressed as a
marginal probability. Some units exhibit canonical hippocamus-like place fields, whilst
others show ambiguous encoding. Top left, the mean position reconstruction
performance of the MSOM model, over 25 trials. See Methods for computational details.

Fields receptive to single, precisely defined locations (top centre) comprise 250

approximately 20% of MSOM units, with another 10% showing larger but still 251

contiguous place fields (bottom left). Other units show selectivity for multiple locations 252

forming two or more separate contiguous regions on the surface, with contiguity defined 253

as being reachable from another location within the field without traversing a 254

non-selected location. The distribution of MSOM location selectivities is shown in Fig 5. 255

Whilst place fields that encode multiple discrete locations may seem to introduce 256

ambiguity, this may also be interpreted as generality. There is evidence of distributed 257

coding in more ventral hippocampal place fields [10], the hippocampus generally [58], 258
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Fig 5. Location selectivities of MSOM units as observed during testing.

Computed over 25 trials of 4000 training and 2800 test movements, for the ‘skew
rectangle’ surface with 28 locations (Fig 4). Firing fields were classified as having either
none or at least one contiguous, compound receptive field — i.e. a contiguous field
larger than a single grid location (c.f Fig 4, lower left).

and of heterogeneity in spatial-coding frames throughout the parietal cortex [59]. 259

Specific cases of ‘complex’ receptive fields, such as boundary cells [60], may also be 260

considered examples of spatial abstraction, and such fields are generated in the model as 261

well. Moreover, whilst observed place maps learned in different environments do appear 262

to largely orthogonalise [9], especially in rat CA3 [61] [though compare 62], recent 263

evidence from rat CA1 has shown a large amount of generalised representation of 264

similar locations across multiple rooms [63], a result that the MSOM spatial model 265

reproduces when tested in multi-environment simulations. We revisit these questions in 266

Section 2.4, below. 267

2.2 Position decoding performance 268

The location selective responses of these place-cells can be used to reconstruct the 269

hand’s location on the object surface. How rat and human brains use the information 270

encoded in place cells remains unclear, but as external observers we can easily compute 271

probability distributions over hand location as functions of MSOM activity. The 272

positioning accuracy of one such reconstruction in the skew-rectangular surface was 273

shown in the upper left panel of Fig 4. Performance at each location was defined as the 274

probability assigned by the reconstruction model of the hand being where it actually 275

was — in other words, the mean likelihood of the reconstruction, over trajectories and 276

trials (See Methods). 277

The simulations in Fig 4, and throughout this work, ignore the contributions of an 278

agent’s visual system, as though the agent is exploring the object in darkness. (Visual 279

cues play a central role in place-field behaviour, providing the agent 280

environment-centred information about its location in the space.) However, we do 281

consider information available in the tactile modality (‘local cues’ in Fig 3): The agent 282

is thus unaware of the hand’s proximity to the edges of the navigable space until it 283

physically traverses them, whereupon complex cutaneous receptive fields register edges 284
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and corners [37, 51, 52, 64]. The effects of including this feedback were explored in two 285

further object environments; a plain rectangular surface, and a more constrained 286

‘C-shaped’ maze. Tactile edge-feedback enhanced position reconstruction accuracy in 287

both environments (‘+ edges’ in Fig 6). Performance is significantly better for both 288

boundary and interior positions than without such inputs (Fig 7, corrected 4-way 289

comparison of means, N=50 trials for each condition). 290

Fig 6. Performance accuracy of the hand-position reconstructions. Plain
rectangular (upper) and C-maze shaped (lower) surfaces; grey regions are outside the
navigable area. Maps show the mean likelihoods (colour scale) of the position
reconstruction given the true hand location, computed from MSOM place fields and
activity over the testing epoch. Performance of the basic MSOM model at left; effects of
additional inputs and mechanisms shown along the columns (see text).

Fig 7. Positioning performance of model variants compared. Performance on
boundary adjacent locations (left) and interior locations (right), for plain rectangular
and C-maze shaped surfaces. See text for descriptions of model variants; performance
on ‘skew’ rectangle (Figs. 4, 5) also shown (white bars).

As the hand is an effector controlled by the body, information about its location in 291

body-coordinates is also available to an agent via biomechanical feedback in the 292

proprioception system, specifically the arm- and wrist-joint angles. We denote this 293

additional information source in the model as a ‘non-local’ input, since it is not 294

determined by properties of the object surface itself, but rather the object’s spatial 295

relation to the body. The ‘+ joints’ variant model (Figs. 6,7) uses this input in addition 296

to basic dead reckoning. Its inclusion significantly increased positioning performance for 297

the boundary-adjacent positions in both surface shapes, but for interior locations only 298

in the C-maze. Since representations formed using such inputs would be in conflict 299

when encountering the same object in a different body-relative location, they cannot be 300

treated in the simple way we have done here. Nevertheless, it would seem unlikely that 301

the brain would ignore this additional source of spatial knowledge, and further 302

investigation as to how such representations might be abstracted over changes in 303

body-coordinates is warranted. 304

The most striking feature of the positioning performance shown in Figs. 6 and 7 is 305

the divergence between boundary and interior locations. This asymmetry is apparent 306

also in the spatial distributions of place fields which are heavily concentrated on the 307

boundaries, shown in Fig 8 for the base model on the plain rectangle. The central 308
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principle of MSOM spatial learning is that trajectories contain information about the 309

environment through which they navigate, because of the influence on these by the 310

environment. To ensure this influence on our simulated hand’s path, the exploration 311

policy determining its movements included a ‘momentum’ property which biased 312

continuing onward rather than changing direction, leading the agent to seek the 313

boundaries (see Methods). As a result interior locations on the surface are neglected: in 314

the base, ‘base + edges’ and ‘base + joints’ simulations exploring the plain rectangle, 315

the agent spent roughly 10 times as much training time along the boundaries as in the 316

interior, with interior positioning accuracy 5-10 times worse. By contrast, on the ‘skew 317

rectangle’ surface, the boundary intrusions along the side walls deflect trajectories into 318

the interior, and a base-model agent spends only about twice as long at the boundaries, 319

and suffers only about a 50% reduction in accuracy. 320

Fig 8. Spatial distribution of place fields. For the base model on the 6⇥5-grid
plain rectangular surface, a strong over-representation of boundary locations is evident.
Left, single-location fields; right, place fields comprising multiple separate or contiguous
locations. Capped bars indicate SEM ranges computed over 50 trials.

To investigate the effect of more balanced exploration, the ‘base + boredom’ variant 321

included an exploratory routine that encouraged the agent to cut into the interior. The 322

change in movement policy was triggered whenever the agent reached a threshold of 323

familiarity with the regions currently traversed, as determined by a sufficient string of 324

successful predictions of what the next movement would be. This reduced the 325

boundary-to-interior exploration ratio by a third (two tailed t-test, p < 10�4, both 326

surface shapes), but resulted in no significant improvement in interior or boundary 327

positioning accuracies compared to the base model (and in fact a reduction in boundary 328

performance in the C-maze; Fig. 7, ‘+boredom’). 329

Unfortunately, the issue of interior neglect cannot be easily addressed. As noted, the 330

extraction of spatial information from trajectories requires that they be shaped by the 331

boundaries and obstacles that define the space rather than by choices of the agent, 332

requiring the preference for movement in straight lines. More precisely, the 333

representation of the environment via movement actions requires a consistent coding 334

scheme: in our case, repeated movements are mapped to open space, and changes in 335

direction to spatial boundaries. We can measure this influence of the environment on 336
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trajectories through the proportion of direction changes that were imposed by 337

boundaries, versus not. Fig 9 reveals approximately linear relationships between the 338

fraction of forced direction changes and the position reconstruction performance. 339

Fig 9. Positioning performance depends on environmental influence.

Likelihoods of the network’s reconstruction of hand position (left), and average
Manhattan-distance error measures (right), depend strongly on the fraction of cases
where a change in direction was forced by the surface geometry. Blue, performance for
positions at boundary locations; green, positions in the interior. Measures are means
over 20 random initialisations of the network for three different ‘momentum’ conditions
(see Methods); linear fits provided as guide.

This is a central tension within the MSOM spatial learning model, and sets a limit 340

on the ability of purely dead-reckoning based learning models to build representations of 341

environments, since navigating the entire space requires making turns that don’t 342

indicate the presence of a boundary or obstacle. However, an agent that begins by 343

exploring the limits of the navigation space could plausibly build upon those initial 344

reference points to help specify interior spaces. There is evidence that rats explore new 345

environments in stages of familiarity [65] and, in particular, that novelty causes retreat 346

during locomotion. The boredom routines implemented in our model attempt to 347

capture this dynamic, but do not follow an explicitly cascading heuristic as explored by 348

Gordon et al.; it may be that the MSOM’s inherent capacity to represent recent 349

movements constitutes too limited a memory representation, of the agent’s recent 350

exploration, than is required. 351

2.3 Complex receptive fields and generalisation 352

As with the skew-rectangular trials, some place cells trained over the plain rectangular 353

surface developed selectivity for multiple grid locations. Of these compound place fields, 354

a small fraction might be interpretable as generalisations over locations of similar type; 355

we classify these as complex fields, in analogy with the visual system. Fig 10 illustrates 356

two such classes of abstraction: symmetrical and boundary place fields. The 357

symmetrical field (Fig 10, left) represents locations with similar relationships to a 358

symmetry of the space. Note that symmetrical ambiguity is a common phenomenon in 359

mammalian spatial processing [32]. The field in Fig 10, centre, appears to represent the 360

boundary region of the bottom edge of the space, recalling boundary cells observed in 361
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rat hippocampus [60, 62]. 362

Fig 10. Complex receptive fields of MSOM cells. After training on the plain
rectangular surface, cells developed compound fields representing interpretable
categories (left, centre). Fraction of cells developing such fields differed between model
variants (right).

Identifying information unique to particular boundaries (say, the colour of a wall) is 363

sufficient to overcome symmetrical ambiguity in older children and adults [32]. The 364

tactile signals in the ‘+ edges’ model variant provide exactly this disambiguation, 365

leading to a sharp drop in the number of symmetrical fields (Fig. 10, right; t-test over 366

50 trials, p = 0). The number of boundary cells also slightly increased (p < 10�7). (This 367

is partly as a result of symmetrically arranged boundary fields in the base model, which 368

were counted as symmetrical fields, now losing their symmetries in the ‘+ edges’ variant 369

and being counted as boundary fields instead; if counted originally as boundary cells, 370

there was no difference in boundary spanning fields between model variants, p = .69). 371

Overall, the ‘base + edges’ model developed much fewer cells selective for multiple grid 372

locations (20% vs. 8%; t-test over 50 trials, p = 0); explicit knowledge of the boundaries 373

appears to help localise receptive fields. Since symmetrical fields also carry the risk of 374

reconstructing a location at the opposite end of the environment to where the hand 375

actually is, we may ask if greater errors resulted when cells with such fields are active. 376

This was not the case: Comparing the Manhattan distance errors, between 377

reconstructed and true hand locations, based on either type of compound place fields, 378

yielded no difference in whole-trial, mean errors (paired t-test across 50 trials, p = .47), 379

and nor was there significant difference in mean errors between reconstructions from 380

compound and single-location place cells (p = .78). 381

Between model variants, an effect on reconstruction accuracy of the numbers of 382

unitary versus compound fields generated was observed. Model variants without 383

spatially disambiguating signals (base and ‘boredom’) developed fewer unitary, and 384

more compound, fields than did models with such signals (‘edges’ and ‘joints’). In 385

particular, surface locations in the ‘+ edges’ variant were represented by roughly a 386

quarter as many compound fields, and roughly twice as many unitary fields as in the 387

base model. Accuracy at boundary grid locations correlated strongly and positively 388

with the number of selective unitary-field cells (0.63), and negatively with the number 389
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of compound-field cells (-.54). This effect was much weaker at interior locations (.11, 390

-.096, resp.; computed across all trials and locations, all correlations highly significant). 391

However, reconstruction accuracy for locations within any given model did not depend 392

strongly on either the number of unitary fields receptive to them, nor the number of 393

compound fields, nor the sum of these (all correlations < ±.4). Neither was there strong 394

correlation between accuracy at a location and the number of other locations its 395

selective MSOM cells were also selective for — a measure of the overlap in place field 396

representations. This would suggest that the sparser representations observed between 397

variants are a result of the more consistent MSOM activity afforded by spatially 398

disambiguating signals, rather than a cause of increased accuracy. 399

2.4 Memory capacity, scaling and remapping 400

Human memory capacity for remembering environments and places appears vast. The 401

ability to store and retrieve so many different memories with minimal interference is 402

attributed, in hippocampal memory theories, to the orthogonalisation of representations 403

in CA3’s ‘auto-associator’ network [9, 66]. Indeed, Alme et al. [61] found that when rats 404

explored 11 identical enclosures in differently arranged rooms, CA3 neurons developed 405

consistent but orthogonal place-field representations of each. Importantly, 31% of 406

recorded cells were active in more than one place-map, but such cells’ spatial 407

selectivities were uncorrelated between maps — so called ‘global remapping’. This 408

stands in contrast to a general tendency for specific place cells to continue to fire in the 409

face of mild transformations to an enclosure’s shape (but not the visual scene), albeit at 410

modified activity rates. Such ‘rate remapping’ is observed in both CA1 and CA3 411

[22, 62], and may be observed both when an animal is at the same locations within a 412

changeable environment and at geometrically corresponding locations across 413

environments, such as in the case of boundary vector cells [60, 67, 68]. Recent 414

recordings from rat CA1 showed such cells representing corresponding locations across 415

similar rooms accessible from a common hallway [63]. Thus a large fraction of cells 416

encoding spatial maps are reused between environments, and the strong orthogonality, 417

or localism, of auto-associator theories cannot be assumed. 418

To examine these questions in the MSOM spatial model — and as a preliminary test 419
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of how the model can represent multiple surfaces of a 3D object — a final set of 420

environments were simulated, consisting of six faces of a rectangular prism. The surfaces 421

were connected with a spherical topology such that movement along them simulated the 422

exploration of a 3D solid. An additional input to the MSOM uniquely identified each 423

surface, and represented the orientation of the palm surface in body-centred coordinates. 424

(This again assumes a stationary relationship between agent and object, and served as a 425

stand-in for a more complex representation of the hand’s recent rotations in its own 426

coordinate system, which would be necessary in the general case). As a constant input 427

to the network, this wrist-rotation based ‘room identity’ signal should encourage MSOM 428

activity to orthogonalise over the different surfaces. Figure 12 breaks down place cell 429

selectivity for two sets of simulations on the prism: one with an MSOM network of 100 430

cells, and another with 1600 cells, with exploration limited to either 3, 4 or 5 of the 431

prism surfaces. Examples of place-fields generated are shown in Fig 11. Across the 432

simulations, between 10-30% of active MSOM cells orthogonalised over surfaces, and 433

were selective for one only. Selectivity for multiple rooms depended strongly on the 434

network size: in the smaller network a majority of cells actually represented multiple 435

surfaces; in the larger network this fraction was less than 10%. 436

Fig 11. Place fields in multi environment learning. The modelled hand
explored faces and edges of a rectangular prism, revealing generalisations of similar
locations across regions (top left), and corresponding boundaries (top right). Some cells
represented the common edges between surfaces (bottom left), whilst others appear to
represent transitions from one surface to another (bottom right). The vast majority of
place fields represented locations on the faces (Fig. 12). Black regions are navigable face
surfaces, and grids with red diamonds or triangles are edge locations connecting
between faces.

A cell’s activity under global remapping is not interpreted as informative, or 437

representative of any relationship between selected locations in each environment 438

(although we may say that some relationship between their connectivities must hold). 439

By contrast, cells which rate remap are, by definition, generalising over some class of 440

location types. A majority of MSOM units active across multiple faces of the prism did 441

indeed show rate remapping (the ‘invariant’ cells in Fig. 12; see Methods). Almost all of 442

these cells were active for geometrically similar locations on the faces, with a small 443

fraction coding similar locations on edges. Examples of these are shown in Figure 11, 444

upper left for a face-location generalisation cell, and lower left for an edge location. The 445
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dominance of face cells over edge cells much exceeds the relative numbers of such 446

locations (⇠ 2:1 for the 5-face simulations), and likely owes to input signals uniquely 447

identifying each face, but not edge. The cell shown in the upper right of Fig. 11 twice 448

generalises: firstly it is a boundary cell, and secondly it is receptive to the left side 449

boundaries across multiple faces. The final cell in Fig. 11 (lower right) is selective for 450

both face and edge locations. In fact, this cell appears to represent the transition path 451

from one edge to the other. Specifically, the cell encodes the location, on the next face, 452

that crossing the adjacent edge location will lead to. (Note: in the modelled topology, 453

the lower face is upside down, so that locations of similar activity in that plot are 454

actually adjacent across the edge). This is a remarkable and powerful representation, 455

which to our knowledge has not yet been reported. However, the utility of such 456

receptive fields, and the simplicity of the MSOM model which generated them, 457

motivates us to predict that such transition cells should be found. 458

Fig 12. Spatial representations in multi-environment learning, including

face-invariant, edge-invariant and transition receptive fields. Selectivity for
different numbers of regions are shown: explorations were restricted to 3, 4 or 5 faces of
a rectangular prism and their connecting edges, for two MSOMs of size 100 and 1600
cells. The larger MSOM developed much sparser representations, with far fewer cells
generalising over multiple regions, but also showed increased performance. Cells whose
place fields represented various invariance classes are indicated by colour; see text and
Methods for details.

These complex spatial cells were much rarer in the larger network, due to the small 459

fraction of those cells active in multiple environments. This sparsity, however, allowed 460

excellent position reconstruction accuracy, with the mean Manhattan distance errors in 461

the 1600 cell network not more than a few grid locations. With only 100 MSOM cells, 462

errors averaged 5-7 locations, often situating the reconstructed location on the wrong 463

prism face. From the model’s performance over different sized subsets of prism faces 464

and for different sized MSOMs, the network size required to achieve a mean distance 465

error of one grid location was estimated. This scaling relationship is shown in Fig 13: A 466

roughly exponential increase in the number of cells is needed in order to maintain good 467

performance as the environment size, or number of environments, increases. Assuming 468

that at this level of performance the network has learnt all locations, and using this as a 469

proxy for the number of discrete representations the network can reliably reactivate, we 470

may compare this logarithmic scaling of memory capacity with the linear relationships 471
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estimated for true auto-associative memory networks [66, 69] — and conclude that the 472

spatial learning in the MSOM is far more capacity constrained than traditional memory 473

networks. If this model is to account for the large capacity humans show for 474

representing object shapes, we must find some way to increase its ability to generalise 475

over similar surfaces — an important topic for future research. 476

Fig 13. Capacity scaling in the MSOM spatial learning model. As the surface
size increases, the number of MSOM units required to achieve a mean position
reconstruction error of one block (Manhattan metric) increases exponentially (black
circles). Blue dashes: the fitted exponential, N ⇠ exp(.064L) of network size to
environment size (R2 = 0.98). Estimated from simulations exploring a rectangular
prism, see Methods.

3 Discussion 477

The role of physical exploration in motor and object learning is well established, with 478

motor and tactile representations often building the initial scaffolding upon which later 479

visual integration is developed [70–74]. The primacy of motor/tactile representations for 480

object learning is supported by increased performance in understanding and 481

discriminating objects [34–36]. Similarly, the failure of transfer of object knowledge 482

from tactile to visual modalities argues against an innate visual module for 483

three-dimensional structure [75]. Complex tactile receptive fields sensitive to 484

geometrical orientation [38, 76], object boundaries [64], and the reafferent sensations of 485

manipulating and exploring objects [37, 49] lay a foundation for the representation of 486

three-dimensional objects within the haptic sensory-motor system. Identification of 487

object-centred spatial representations in parietal areas, through the neuropsychology of 488

neglect phenomena [40–43], recordings of behaving macaques [47, 48, 77], and human 489

fMRI imaging [44–46], situate object spatial processing within strong parietal-frontal, 490

sensory-motor recurrent pathways [78, 79]. 491

However, an object-centred analog for the hippocampal place-cell system, widely 492

accepted to constitute the basis of mammalian environmental spatial understanding 493

[8, 9, 80] has not yet been found. Our model provides just such a mechanism of 494

generalised navigational processing — via a dead reckoning-based, trajectory-to-location 495

correspondence — and shows its applicability to a fronto-parietal tactile learning 496
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system. We demonstrate hippocampus-like place fields for object-defined spaces, 497

specifically those with retrospective path encoding [11, 12]. These develop in a recurrent 498

network model simply by integrating hand motor efferent and sensory reafferent signals. 499

Further, the inclusion of sensory cues both aid spatial learning and can cause remapping 500

of object place fields, just as observed in the hippocampus [24, 26]. Reconstructions of a 501

hand’s location on an object surface can be computed from place cell activity to good 502

accuracy, whilst the model’s tendency to navigate the boundaries of the object surfaces 503

and difficulty disambiguating across spatial symmetries are consistent with known 504

characteristics of object and environment spatial learning [32, 72]. 505

Place cells encoded within the MSOM trajectory-learning model provide a 506

reasonable level of positioning accuracy, assigning, on average, likelihoods of 507

approximately 50% that the base model reconstructs the correct hand position on 508

surfaces discretised into grids. Performance is significantly better than this at grid 509

locations on the boundaries of a surface and drops sharply off in the interior. Assessed 510

in terms of distance error between reconstructed and actual hand locations, excellent 511

average performance of one grid error or less is easily achieved for environments of up to 512

100 locations. The addition of tactile cues indicating surface boundaries significantly 513

enhances performance for both boundary and interior locations (Fig. 7). 514

Reduced interior performance is a basic weakness of the trajectory-based spatial 515

learning model, since reliable representation of the environment demands a consistent 516

exploratory behaviour coupled to environmental features — specifically, changes in 517

direction must be directed by surface geometry, for example by collisions with 518

boundaries. This demands a preference for straight paths that results in agents which 519

move along boundaries and neglect interior regions. By contrast, exploring the interior 520

regions requires the agent to make turns uncoupled to environmental features, confusing 521

the representational scheme. An almost linear dependence of performance on this 522

coupling strength was observed (Fig. 9), and attempts to encourage interior exploration 523

once boundary regions had been well learned were not fruitful. Since boundary-first 524

exploration is well established in human behaviour [72], and more recently rodents [65], 525

such a process of building spatial knowledge from the boundaries inward seems 526

plausible, and deserves further consideration. 527

Our trajectory based learning model also produced a number of other, more complex 528
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place field types, many of which are observed in mammalian brains. Cells which fire at 529

multiple locations along a boundary (Figs. 10 right, 11 upper right) behave similarly to 530

so-called boundary cells [60, 62, 82]. Cells showing rate remapping — firing in similar 531

locations across similar environments, but with different relative activation — emerged 532

in multi-environment simulations modelling a solid object (Fig. 11 upper panels). Such 533

behaviour is observed especially, though not exclusively, in rat CA1 [63, 83]. The 534

MSOM network learned two further spatial representations in these simulations which 535

have not been reported: symmetrical fields (Fig. 10 left), and what we have called 536

transition fields (Fig. 11 lower right). The former abstract over similarities in geometry, 537

whilst the latter appear to encode edge locations on the object and where on each 538

adjoining face they connect to. Given that several mammals are known to confuse 539

geometrically corresponding locations [32], on the one hand, and the computational 540

utility of a ‘transition’ cell, on the other, we predict that both of these two activity 541

profiles will be identified in hippocampal or spatial parietal regions. Indeed, we propose 542

that PPC cells found to code for route segments, such as ‘the first left turn’ irrespective 543

of direction along a route [59, 84, 85], are analogous to the symmetrical cells observed in 544

the MSOM. 545

We have also identified two potentially serious weaknesses in the trajectory learning 546

model. The first and more fundamental is the impaired performance within interior 547

regions, mentioned above. Whilst we have noted the importance of boundaries in 548

animal exploratory behaviour [65, 72], and note the importance of boundaries to place 549

field stability and field drift in the absence of other stimuli [86, 87], MSOM performance 550

in reconstructing interior positions may well be too low. An analysis of the 551

informativity of interior-location place cells in darkness (to our knowledge not reported) 552

would be required to provide a benchmark against which to compare. Conversely, the 553

addition of non-tactile sensory inputs to the MSOM model may restore interior 554

performance to expected levels. The second weakness concerns storage capacity in the 555

MSOM model. The logarithmic performance scaling in Fig. 13 implies a severe 556

limitation on memory capacity, which does not match our ability to learn a huge 557

repertoire of spatial environments [88]. 558
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3.1 Relation to other place cell models 559

We have shown that a recurrent neural network can learn spatial properties of a 560

simulated surface by integrating over exploratory movement sequences. Being concerned 561

with navigating object-defined spaces by hand rather than locomotion, we have 562

proposed that such a network may be located within the dorsal parieto-frontal stream — 563

connecting superior parietal areas with dorsal supplementary motor and premotor 564

cortices [79, 89] — and be driven by object- and hand-centred sensorimotor inputs 565

within these streams. We propose that object-centred spatial knowledge is encoded 566

using the same neuronal representations as hippocampal place-cell activity, now 567

observed in many mammalian species including humans [3], and thought to underlie 568

spatial navigation and memory [9]. Though canonical single-location place-fields have 569

not been reported in parietal areas, cells selective for route segments and movement 570

sequences have been recorded in posterior parietal cortex (PPC) [59, 84, 85]. 571

Models of hippocampal place-cell activity have generally centred the role of 572

entorhinal grid cells as basis inputs [8, 27, 28, 90–92], with medial entorhinal cortex 573

(mEC) a major source of afferents into CA1 and CA3 place areas. This is due to the 574

impressive periodic spatial selectivities exhibited by grid cells [93–95, in humans] that 575

conveniently track animals’ movements through their environments. Grid cells thus 576

represent the most likely candidate for processing and communicating dead-reckoning 577

information to hippocampal place cells, which, as we have noted, continue to operate in 578

absence of sensory information about the environment [18] and are sensitive to 579

locomotion even in identical environments [21, 22]. 580

Our model does not explicitly involve grid cell activity, which must itself be 581

explained, and has not yet been observed in parietal cortex. By contrast, the MSOM’s 582

tendency to learn boundary regions may underlie the activity or development of another 583

type of spatial primitive cell also found in entorhinal cortex, border-selective cells 584

[82, 96]. In rats, border cells develop earlier than either place or grid cells [97]. However, 585

a role for traditional grid cells is left open in the refinement and calibration of the 586

dead-reckoning information used to drive the MSOM. For example, we have not 587

considered variable movement sizes, and envisage a role for the multiple scales of grid 588

fields, observed along the dorso-ventral axis in mEC, in processing smaller and larger 589
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motions. Grid firing in monkey entorhinal cells during a visual exploration task [98] 590

suggests that such cells may indeed contribute to a variety of neural processes by 591

computing metric distance. However, the centrality of grid cells to spatial processing is 592

not settled [99], and lesioning studies confirm that place fields persist without mEC 593

input, albeit reduced in precision [100]. The Bjerknes et al. study mentioned above also 594

found place field activity well before mature grid cell firing had stabilised. There is 595

evidence to suggest that the activity of retrospectively coded hippocampal place cells is 596

more consistent with a representation of the animal’s trajectory [101] and hence a 597

dead-reckoning based theory. 598

The particular roles played by hippocampal and parietal networks in spatial 599

representation are only recently being clarified [59, 80, 85]. Evidence suggests a parallel 600

processing in which entorhinal grid cells may specialise in allocentric, spatial maps 601

whilst parietal cells compute self-motion and represent action sequences. Hippocampal 602

place cells may integrate both sources, in addition to incorporating sensory cues and 603

semantic knowledge. A role of unifying and translating between various egocentric, 604

trajectory-based and allocentric frames maybe performed by retrosplenial cortex whose 605

cells appear to encode conjunctions or all of these information types, and is reciprocally 606

connected to each of the preceding areas [102]. However the question of how allocentric 607

information is first computed remains, and is the question the MSOM model attempts 608

to answer. We propose trajectory-abstraction as the general principle underlying 609

allocentric spatial learning across spatial processing networks. We note in support that 610

it is assumed that grid cells are largely driven by path-integration; that grid firing in 611

confined spaces is shown to ‘reset’ relative to the location of boundary walls [103]; and 612

that route-centric activity in PPC can update hippocampal place maps [104]. 613

Additionally, we have shown symmetrical fields developed by some MSOM cells that 614

may be analogous to PPC route-cells, and that the addition sensory cues resolved such 615

activity toward more hippocampal-like unitary firing (Fig. 10). 616

The importance of environmental obstacles to MSOM spatial learning invokes an 617

additional, different kind of spatial cell, found in rodent subiculum (the most inferior 618

region of hippocampus, positioned between CA1 and the entorhinal cortex). These are 619

the boundary vector cells [BVCs: 67], so called because they fire whenever the 620

animal is both a certain distance, and correct direction, from a boundary in the 621
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environment. BVC activity is thus anchored to allocentric locations, and cells fire 622

regardless of the animal’s current heading. Boundary vector cells respond both to walls 623

and to drop-away edges, have preferred boundary orientations, are largely insensitive to 624

environmental changes that cause global remapping in place fields, and will spawn or 625

remove more boundary-relative firing fields as additional barriers or gaps are added or 626

taken away [68, 105, 106]. The behaviour of boundary vector cells echoes the 627

rate-remapping across rooms recorded in CA1 by [63], and the results in Fig. 11, and it 628

may be that rate-remapping cells in CA1 receive greater input from subicular BVCs 629

than do place cells in CA3. 630

Unlike boundary vector cells, MSOM spatial cells are generally heading dependent, 631

since they are encoded primarily in terms of movement directions, so it would require 632

the association of multiple MSOM cells to produce the directional invariance of a BVC. 633

However, given their common foci of path integration and dependence on boundaries, 634

MSOM spatial learning offers a candidate mechanism for BVC development — and 635

hence also for the behaviour of other spatial cells which can be constructed from them 636

[67, 107]. Finally, we note that place and grid field instability in darkness attests to the 637

necessity of allocentric sensory anchors for successful spatial processing, which can be 638

provided by boundaries [86, 87]. The MSOM trajectory-based algorithm thus combines 639

the two apparently essential ingredients of neural spatial processing inherently: path 640

integration and boundary anchoring, and does so in a simple recurrent network model. 641

3.2 Object-location duality 642

In treating 3-dimensional objects as composed of navigable surfaces, we have invoked a 643

duality between spaces and the objects that populate them. The choice to treat 644

object-defined spaces as environments is supported by the activity of cells in the 645

parahippocampal place area (PPA), which respond to both kinds of space in the same 646

way [108, 109] — or rather, respond to the navigability of such object-defined spaces. 647

That such a duality might exist should be obvious from our daily lives: at one instant 648

one might consider the location of a desk in the space of an office, and the next moment 649

switch focus to the arrangement of objects in an environment defined by the desk 650

surface itself. This shift of attentional focus to or from the whole object [110] 651
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constitutes a change in the scale of focus, or level of nesting. Nitz [111] identified PPC 652

cells whose activity is simultaneously sensitive to multiple nested levels of structure in a 653

square labyrinth environment, with firing that differentiated both the sides of the 654

squares and which loop they were part of. Since real world environments may contain 655

several levels of nesting — the desk, in the office, in the building, on campus, in town, 656

etc. — a combinatorial explosion of representations may result. On the other hand, a 657

representational system with just two levels, the current navigable environment and the 658

environment in which it is nested, and a mechanism for retrieving the desired map and 659

its parent from memory and activating them, may be sufficient. 660

Evidence of such switching may have been observed in changes between 661

object-centered and retinal coordinate systems, in neural representations of the location 662

of a visual cue. In Uchimura et al. [44], the relative size of a background shape 663

compared to the cue spot, perhaps taken as a signal of the navigability of the shape by 664

the cue spot, determined whether the cue’s location was represented relative to the 665

background shape or to the visual field. The response of parahippocampal 666

place-identifying cells is also modulated by illusions of distance from the observer [112] 667

— in our interpretation of this result, foreground placement of objects emphasise their 668

semantic identity, whilst background placement draws attention to the location of the 669

object and hence invokes its own spatial attributes as a ‘place’. 670

In our simulations of the prism environment an identifying signal differentiated the 671

various faces, which we ascribed to palm orientation. Clearly such a signal can 672

differentiate faces as exploration moves from one to the next, but it is insufficient in 673

general since the body-relative orientations of objects encountered will change. However, 674

since the kinds of trajectories available to an agent restricted to a single surface are 675

constrained by the surface shape, the statistics of enacted trajectories should also 676

identify this shape. A plausible extension of the current model would therefore involve 677

learning to classify environment shapes and sizes based on sequences of trajectories 678

taken. This is beyond the scope of the current work, and is a subject of ongoing 679

investigation. 680
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4 Methods 681

4.1 Architecture of the MSOM 682

Our SOM is a network of neuronal units i = 1, ..,m that receives signals 683

~x = {⇠1, ..., ⇠n} 2 Rn, via external input weights ~wi = [!1
i , ...,!

n
i ] 2 Rn. Let each unit 684

also have a set of ‘internal’ weights ~ci = [⇢1i , ..., ⇢
n
i ] 2 Rn via which it receives an 685

aggregate of recurrent inputs from its neighbours, and let this ‘merged context’ 686

recurrent input be defined, at time t, by 687

~ct = (1� �) ~wIt�1 + � ~cIt�1 . (1)

The superscript It�1 refers to the activated units I at time t� 1; generally we 688

assume a competitive dynamics that ensures only one active unit k at each time step, 689

and refer to it as the ‘winning’ unit, but multiple ‘winners’ are also possible. Eq 1 690

defines a compressed representation of recurrent activity within the network, which 691

Strickert and Hammer [31] introduced to simplify computation in developing the 692

Merge-SOM (MSOM). 693

Unit activation in the MSOM is computed by a ‘discriminant’ function, traditionally 694

a squared Euclidean distance between inputs and weights. In order to vary the 695

contribution of each input source type in Fig 3, a weighted sum of squared input 696

components is implied in the norm terms in the following equations. The activation of 697

unit i is thus a decreasing function of the squared-distance 698

di(t) = (1� ↵) k~x(t)� ~wi(t)k2 + ↵ k~ct(t)� ~ci(t)k2. (2)

The most active unit at time t will be {k | dk(t) = mini di(t)}, the unit with 699

minimal value of Eq 2. This unit and its nearest neighbours within some distance � in 700

the geometry of the network, units {l | d(k, l)  �(t)}, have their external and internal 701

weights adjusted toward the external and internal inputs at time t according to 702

plasticity rules 703
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~wl(t+ 1) = ~wl(t) + Lkl(t) ⌘(t) (~x(t)� ~wl(t))

~cl(t+ 1) = ~cl(t) + Lkl(t) ⌘(t) (~c
t(t)� ~cl(t)).

(3)

Parallel learning in nearest neighbour units enforces the network’s topology on its 704

representation space, in that nearby units encode similar representations, and forces the 705

MSOM to ‘tile’ different learned representations into locally similar subregions — hence 706

its self-organisation into a ‘map’. Weight changes in each unit are modulated by the 707

learning rate ⌘(t), which is reduced with increasing distance of nearest neighbours l 708

from the winner k. The neighbourhood function Lkl(�; t) in Eq 3 enforces this; we use a 709

simple Gaussian function of the Euclidean distance d(k, l) in the network topology, with 710

decaying standard deviation over time. 711

The discriminant function Eq 2 computes the match between SOM units’ weights 712

and the current input, with closer matches implying greater activation for those units. 713

We can convert Eq 2 into an activation function quite simply, by taking and normalising 714

its exponential 715

Ai(t) =
pi(t) exp(�c di(t))P
i pi(t) exp(�c di(t))

. (4)

Each unit’s discriminant is multiplied by a contrast factor, c, which determines the 716

gain of the neural responses and hence the contrast of the population activity 717

distribution A(t) Eq 4. We have take the additional steps of including a prior 718

probability over unit activations, pi(t), and normalising total activity so as to define unit 719

activation as a proper Bayesian probability. In this way we may interpret the activity of 720

the whole MSOM as a probability distribution over MSOM units. We can then also 721

propagate this activity back along the MSOM’s external weights to generate probability 722

distributions over the inputs, as p(~x|t) = ~A(t) · ~w(t). These reconstructions serve both 723

as maximum likelihood decoders, and also as the results of queries to the network about 724

expected results, generating top-down expectations based on learned experience [30]. 725

Since the weights of winning units are adjusted toward the inputs that activated 726

them, they come to encode the distribution of input stimuli, with the more commonly 727

experienced inputs recruiting more SOM’s units into their representations [29]. In the 728
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MSOM, the inclusion of prior input information in Eq 2, via the context term Eq 1, 729

means that what is being represented is not simply the current input, but conjunctions 730

of the current input with prior inputs from previous time steps — that is, input 731

sequences. If the main source of input to the MSOM is movement actions, then the 732

sequences encoded are movement trajectories, and the MSOM encodes the statistics of 733

these trajectories within the current environment. 734

4.2 Inputs to the MSOM 735

The primary input to the MSOM in each iteration was the action movement just 736

performed: an equal length slide in one of four cardinal directions in the coordinates of 737

the hand, either right, forward, left or backward — with forward defined as the 738

direction of the index finger, thumb to the left, palm in contact with the object. These 739

actions shifted the modelled hand by one grid position on a discretised plane 740

representing the object surface. In the 3D object simulation experiment, a solid prism 741

was constructed from 6 such planes, connected via an almost-spherical topology 742

(coordinates were rotated across some edges so that ‘forward’ is always parallel to the 743

short sides of the faces). Each hand movement was encoded orthogonally as an 744

orthonormal basis vector of 4-dimensional space, constituting a localist, ‘one-hot’ 745

representation. These were the first four coordinates of the input vector. 746

In addition to movement directions, the MSOM also received sensory or 747

proprioceptive stimuli (Fig 3). Sensory inputs communicated identifying texture or 748

other tactile properties of the object surface ‘in contact with the hand’, at the current 749

grid location into which it had moved. These were encoded as a three dimensional 750

vector, which, in the multi-surface simulation of the 3D prism, was repurposed to 751

represent the palm orientation vector required for contact with each face. Sensory 752

signals can also indicate the presence of edges or walls through complex fields receptive 753

for contrasting or multiple-contact combinations [38, 49, 51, 52]. We therefore also 754

simulated trials where the MSOM received such information about surface boundaries, 755

referred to as the ‘+ edges’ variant. Contact with surface edges was encoded by two 756

input coordinates representing incomplete palm-surface contact in either the forward or 757

sideways directions, with values either 0, 0.5 or 1. The intermediate value 0.5 indicated 758
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full palm contact, with 0 and 1 indicating partial non-contact at the bottom/left or 759

top/right edges of the palm, representing the partial traversal of the palm over one or 760

multiple of edges of the surface [64]. The relative weighting of these two edge 761

coordinates in the sum in Eq 2 was half as much as the 4-dimensional action vector. 762

Unlike when locomoting through an environment, agents have a natural knowledge 763

of their limbs’ locations in body-centred coordinates communicated via the 764

proprioceptive system. This feedback pathway integrates information from receptors in 765

muscles, tendons and joints to form a sense of limb articulation and position. Assuming 766

that the object and agent do not move relative to each other during exploration, this 767

information is in coordinates anchored relative to the object and can be trivially 768

converted into the object-centred frame. Proprioception would thus seem to be a prime 769

source of object-centred information, and is most likely exploited. However, its 770

usefulness is always contingent upon the position of the object relative to the agent, and 771

thus unhelpful in general. We include such inputs in the ‘+ joints’ variant simulations 772

(Figs 6, 7), to see whether they enhance a dead reckoning based model. Hand position is 773

represented in polar coordinates from the shoulder, with each coordinate population 774

coded over five input dimensions. This input received the same total weighting as the 775

action 4-vector in Eq 2. 776

4.3 Movement selection and prediction 777

The trajectory taken by some agent does not necessarily provide information about the 778

environment in which it is moving, unless that trajectory is primarily constrained by the 779

environment itself. The network described above is not sufficient to effectively learn 780

environmental layouts unless paired with an agent whose exploration policy satisfies that 781

requirement. That is, the agent must act primarily in response to the environmental 782

properties of interest, which in our case are the boundaries and obstacles which define 783

the navigable object surface. The natural policy for such an agent is thus to simply 784

advance forward and only change direction when forced to by a boundary. This highly 785

constrained motion will tend to follow the perimeters of the environment, and must be 786

balanced by a tendency to explore regions of the environment that it otherwise would 787

not reach. Thus, there is an inherent tension within this framework between maximising 788
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the environmental informativeness of actions taken, and maximising environmental 789

coverage. This is a limitation of purely dead-reckoning learning models. 790

The agent’s behaviour at each time step is determined by sampling from a 791

probability distribution over the four allowed movements in hand-centred coordinates: 792

right, forward, left and back. Since each movement takes the hand a constant distance in 793

each direction, this partitions the object surface into a discrete grid of allowed locations. 794

The movement distribution is defined by the exploration policy: The tendency to 795

advance forward is given by a ‘momentum’ factor, which was added to the probability of 796

the agent’s last-taken move. In order to encourage efficient motion, actions that result 797

in collisions have their probabilities temporarily reduced, whilst probabilities of actions 798

that have not been taken for many iterations are gradually increased. Initially, these 799

transformations of the movement probabilities were applied at each step to a base 800

distribution in which each of the four directions were equally likely. Actions taken as a 801

result were used to train a predictive layer to guess the next move (Fig 3); a simple, 802

single-layer perceptron with a soft-max output was used. After a period of training (one 803

fifth of the total training time for the results herein), the uniform base probabilities 804

were replaced by these predictive outputs, thus implementing a feedback system in 805

which the spatial knowledge learned by the network influenced its exploration. 806

The performance effects of changes to these parameters were not systematically 807

explored. In the case of the momentum factor, its effect on positioning accuracy is seen 808

in Fig 9, where three momentum policies were compared: a constant momentum factor 809

(open circles); a momentum factor which decayed with a timescale of half the training 810

time (crosses); and, a constant momentum applied until the model begins to act on its 811

own predictions, after which momentum is set to zero (open triangles). We note that 812

the transformations applied to the action distribution means that the model’s predicted 813

distribution over next moves can never be correct — however, Fig 9 (triangles) shows 814

that acting on the pure, untransformed predictions severely impairs positioning 815

performance by reducing the momentum effect. Ignoring predicted actions entirely does 816

not have simple effects: for the plain rectangle surface, a strong interaction 817

(F1,392 = 22.0) between whether predictions are used, whether edge information is 818

available, and whether locations are on the boundaries or the interior space complicates 819

the result: ignoring predictions slightly improves performance, except at the boundaries 820
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when tactile edge information is available and acting on predictions gives a slight 821

improvement. 822

4.3.1 Boredom routines 823

To encourage exploration of lesser known regions of the object surface, a change in 824

action selection can be triggered after a certain amount of time spent in familiar areas. 825

Since the model has no explicit knowledge of the hand’s position on the object (no 826

explicit ‘map’ is built), familiarity with an environment is represented internally in 827

terms of how well the network can predict its next move. After a certain number of 828

consecutive correctly predicted next actions, indicating that the exploration of some 829

region had settled into a highly typical pattern, one of two alternative policies was 830

triggered to attempt an unexpected next move: The first simply inverted the predicted 831

next move distribution by subtracting it from 1 and renormalising; the second simulated 832

possible next steps by passing them to the MSOM and choosing the direction associated 833

with the greatest uncertainty, approximating the semi-supervised ‘uncertainty sampling’ 834

method [113]. Given the lack of an internal map, uncertainty was computed not in 835

terms of locations on the object but by choosing the direction of greatest mismatch 836

between each action and its closest set of current MSOM weights (i.e. the direction with 837

greatest lower bound in di of Eq 2), reusing the non-action input coordinates from the 838

current step. Results shown in figures 6, 7 use this second boredom method, and result 839

in a reduction of roughly a third in the ratio of time spent at boundary versus interior 840

positions on the rectangular surface, and roughly ten percent for the C-maze. 841

4.4 Computing place-fields and inferring location from MSOM 842

activity 843

Each of the object surface environments was partitioned into a grid of discrete locations 844

explored by the agent over a single learning epoch, which constituted the first part of 845

each trial. Place fields — defined as hand locations on the surface where an MSOM unit 846

is selectively active (Fig 4) — were then computed during a single testing epoch by 847

recording all locations of the hand for which each MSOM unit was deemed to be the 848

winner. During testing MSOM connections were frozen, halting learning. The count for 849
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each MSOM unit was then normalised to sum to 1 over all grids, so that the normalised 850

value for a given winning unit could be interpreted as an estimated probability that the 851

hand was in each location. The place fields of each MSOM unit, thus generated, are 852

hence also marginal probability distributions of the location of the hand. These fields, 853

combined with the fact that each MSOM unit also explicitly represents a movement 854

direction, contain enough information to build a map of the object surface. However, we 855

do not model the construction of such a map, and nor has evidence of them been 856

identified — place fields are not arranged topographically [8]. 857

Instead, we consider what information could be gleaned by an outside observer from 858

place cell activity. Taking each place field as a marginal distribution, we can reconstruct 859

the likeliest position of the hand, whether via a full Bayesian reconstruction taking into 860

account the whole network activity, or by more targeted methods. Having reconstructed 861

a distribution of probable positions, we may compute the likelihood of this 862

reconstruction given the current hand location, by taking the probability the 863

reconstruction ascribes to that true position. These are the likelihood accuracy 864

measures presented in Figs 4, 6, 7, 9, averaged over moves per testing epoch, and 865

testing trials. The full reconstruction simply takes the joint distribution of all place 866

fields weighted by the current activity of their units. This, however, underperforms a 867

more targeted method of taking only the winning MSOM unit’s marginal distribution to 868

calculate the likelihoods, which in turn performs worse than taking only the winning 869

MSOM unit’s most probable location and scoring either 1 or 0 if the hand is there or 870

not. Performance measures have been reported herein according to this last method, 871

which we call ‘winner maximum’ scoring. Means measures were computed cross trials of 872

randomly initialised networks; a set of random seeds was reused for comparison between 873

model variants and surface shapes. 874

An alternative measure of positioning accuracy is to measure the deviation of the 875

predicted hand location from its actual location on the object surface, in the city-block 876

or ‘Manhattan’ metric. This again may be computed as an expected distance given the 877

full reconstructed distribution of probable positions, or via a similar winner maximum 878

method taking into account only the winning unit’s most probable predicted location. 879

The winner maximum method again outperforms the full Bayesian reconstruction 880

overall; however examining the predictions at each iteration reveals that 881
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Bayesian-computed errors are more tightly distributed, whilst the winner maximum 882

errors are generally smaller but sometimes much larger. This makes sense in that the 883

full reconstruction’s expected error value is an averaged error, whilst the winner 884

maximum’s prediction may be off by large margins especially if confused by some 885

symmetry in the environment. 886

4.4.1 Complex and compound spatial receptive fields 887

Place fields were computed from the counts of hand locations for which each MSOM cell 888

was active during testing. For the 6⇥5 skew rectangle environment, out of 144 MSOM 889

units approximately 70% of MSOM cells were active during testing (Fig 5). About a 890

third of these had place fields specific to single grid locations, while the remainder 891

developed ‘compound’ fields selective for multiple locations. Locations represented by 892

these cells sometimes formed contiguous multi-grid fields (‘large fields’, grey bar 893

fractions in Fig 5), while others spread discontinuously throughout the environment. We 894

also considered some special cases of these compound fields: those forming complexes 895

that may be interpreted to have some computational significance (Fig 10). Symmetrical 896

fields were those selective for locations mirrored across either of the two axes of 897

symmetry in the plain rectangular environment. Boundary fields, meant to represent 898

the boundaries of the surface, were defined as those fields containing more boundary 899

locations than interior locations, and which also included at least 3 locations along any 900

single boundary — covering at least half the length of any side of the 6⇥5 plain 901

rectangular surface. 902

4.4.2 Learned generalisations in the multi-surface model 903

Questions of field remapping cannot be explored with only a single surface; we therefore 904

also simulated a model of three-dimensional object exploration, allowing the hand to 905

traverse the faces and edges of a rectangular prism. Since we did not include palm 906

orientation in the simplified model we implemented the prism via its polyhedral net, 907

endowed with a quasi-spherical topology. As in prior simulations, surface boundaries 908

evoked distinct sensations on the palm surface, whilst the intermediate edge zones which 909

lay between the boundary locations of each surface evoked an additional, intermediate 910

tactile stimulus. Edge zones were not identified via the palm orientation vector, but 911
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rather a random 3-vector was input in the MSOM whenever the hand moved over one. 912

Edges were one grid wide; those marked as triangles in Figure 11 are therefore shown 913

doubled, once on each connecting face. However, only one actual location was simulated, 914

with each corresponding pair of edge grids in the plots capturing one half of the activity 915

generated when the hand was present at that location. 916

With more than one surface to explore, place fields spanning more than one surface 917

did indeed develop. Several such fields are shown in Fig. 11 revealing a level of 918

generalisation or abstraction, inasmuch as fields appear to select for similar locations 919

across multiple surfaces, or even the transition paths between them. To quantify how 920

commonly such fields developed, the following classifications were defined: 921

‘face-invariant cells’ are MSOM cells with fields that represent similar locations on 922

multiple prism surfaces, where similarity was defined as being the same distance to 923

surface boundaries in at least two directions. Additionally, both a majority of the 924

locations at which the face-invariant cell was active must have been on face surfaces (to 925

be considered face-representing), and a majority of the cell’s activity must have 926

occurred at the matched face locations, for the cell to be classed as a face-invariant cell. 927

‘Edge-invariant cells’ were defined similarly for the edges between faces. The majority of 928

their firing field had to be on edges, and they had to respond to more than one edge; 929

additionally they had to respond to the same relative locations on each of these edges. 930

Transition cells were defined as cells that were active at an edge location and the face 931

locations adjacent to it, spanning both of the adjoining faces. These transition paths 932

also had to constitute the majority of that cell’s firing activity. 933

All other fields not satisfying the above requirements were classed as ‘non-invariant’ 934

fields, representing individual locations on faces or edges, contiguous regions of either or 935

both, or multiple regions that could not be interpreted as a generalisation of a 936

particular location type over the prism surfaces. Note that the topology of the prism 937

was not strictly spherical, in that all transport was parallel — that is, since hand 938

rotation was not modelled, the orientations of movement directions were fixed for each 939

surface. This means that some faces are entered and left not in opposing directions but 940

orthogonal ones, as in the case of moving from a side to the rear face. Transition fields 941

of this type were still observed, though less frequently than those whose path direction 942

is consistent across the edge. 943
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4.5 Scaling and memory capacity 944

To explore the capacity of the MSOM spatial learning model, simulations traversing 945

different-sized subsets of the prism environment were performed. During exploration, a 946

probability proportional to the model’s familiarity with the current environment 947

determined whether the hand would cross into an edge zone, or remain in stable contact 948

with the current surface. This familiarity measure depended upon how well the model 949

predicted the next move taken so that the agent would only leave a face once it was 950

sufficiently familiar with the trajectories commonly traveled on it, though since all faces 951

were rectangular and of similar sizes, such learning likely transferred across them. 952

The number of MSOM units required to achieve a mean position reconstruction 953

error of only one location (city block metric) was estimated from fitting models to the 954

performance measures as a function of network size (Figure 13). Though the x-axis in 955

Fig. 13 is shown as a continuous range, each point (black open circles) represents the 956

cumulative sum of locations contained in each of one through five surfaces. (Data from 957

the 6th face is omitted, since achieving the required performance became 958

computationally prohibitive, needing almost 106 neurons). 959
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